DHP Distinguished Contribution to Health
Psychology Award 2021
Overview
This award is aimed at Division of Health Psychology members whose work has made an
outstanding and lasting contribution to the discipline of health psychology and for the benefit of
individuals, communities, stakeholders or organisations. This award will likely be made to a
psychologist in mid to late career, and nominees should not be within 10 years of the start of their
training in health psychology (e.g. Stage 1/ Grand-parenting). Please see criteria for the Excellence
in Health Psychology Early Career Award for awards to individuals who are early career.
Types of nominations
Nominations can be made either by or on behalf of a psychologist who works in the area of health
psychology.
Nominator can be anyone; Nominations are not limited to UK residents and need not be from
Society/DHP members.
Self-nominations will be accepted; however, an two references will be required.
Entry criteria
Nominees for the Distinguished Contribution to Health Psychology award should be:
1) Current or retired Health Psychologists or psychologists working in health psychology.
2) Members of the Division of Health Psychology (DHP)
3) Must be ten active years post the beginning of training/work in health psychology
Please note the term “active” is intended to exclude any period of career break and is full-time
equivalent
1) Nominee Information
* First Name
* Last Name
* BPS Membership Number
* Contact Telephone Number
* Contact Email Address

2) Is this a self-nomination
Yes
No

This box is shown in preview only.
The following conditions must be fulfilled for this question to be shown:
If the question Is this a self-nomination contains any of these alternatives
 No
3) Nominator information (if applicable):
Nominator name
Nominator institution or affiliation
Contact Telephone Number
Contact Email Address
Conflicts of Interest

This box is shown in preview only.
The following conditions must be fulfilled for this question to be shown:
If the question Is this a self-nomination contains any of these alternatives
 Yes
4) * Please provide a narrative highlighting the nominee’s achievements and the grounds for the
nomination, summary of the project and/or body of work that showcases distinguished contribution to
health psychology (max 1000 words)

5) * Please provide a copy of the nominee’s curriculum vitae in a form published or authorised by the
candidate with all personal/confidential information removed.

6) * Please include two completed references from people who can support the details within the
nomination. The references should be independent of the person submitting the nomination.

7) * Please provide any relevant supporting information

8) * Please provide any additional information you feel may be relevant (max 500 words)
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